**FACE YOUR FEARS SO YOU CAN FULFILL YOUR DREAMS**

How are you helping your team grow? Help your people see opportunities where once they saw roadblocks. Help your people embrace change and create a vision for new possibilities. Help transform and energize your people from the inside out!

In this dynamic, engaging, and transparent presentation you will discover how to:

- Foster the thought patterns of highly successful people and quiet self-defeating thoughts
- Reframe your fears to overcome them or get them to work for you
- Activate simple steps to start moving towards goals you thought were unattainable

From playing basketball internationally, to corporate America, to the unemployment lines, Dave brings a message that no one wants to talk about, yet everyone wants to hear. He brings a fresh, bold message of hope and inspiration in the face of something we all share—FEAR—and something we all hope we have—COURAGE!

**HELP YOUR TEAM BE MORE PRODUCTIVE, MORE PASSIONATE, AND MORE ENGAGED WITH THESE MOST REQUESTED TOPICS:**

- Cultivating Courage
- Courageous Leadership
- DISC Behavioral Profile
- Effective Communication in the Workplace
- Conflict Resolution in the Workplace

**BOOK DAVE TODAY**

DISCOVER HOW CULTIVATE COURAGE HAS HELPED AUDIENCES LIKE YOURS BUILD LASTING CHANGE – WATCH AT WWW.CULTIVATECOURAGE.COM/#VIDEO